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—that is to say, of history as set forth by the whole Rabbinical
literature.
The tractates of the Mishnah from which we shall be draw-
ing most of our material are those which actually deal with
the religious life, namely Berdkoth (" the Blessings "), Shall>ath,
Pesachim (" the Passover "), Yoma (" the Day of Atonement "),
Sanhedrin, and above all Pirke Aboih (" the Sayings of the
Fathers ")„ The Fathers in question were the ancient Rabbis
who were supposed to have been the founders of the tradition,
and the surest means of understanding early Rabbinical thought
is by an examination of their moral precepts. Unfortunately,
however, that work of critical exegesis which is indispensable
to a study of this composite literature has as yet only dealt
with a few sections.1 It is to be hoped that some day the
valuable historical information which may lie buried there will
be sifted and evaluated as it is not at present. But even now
these confused documents often serve as a means of comparison
for the interpretation and estimation of our other sources. In
no case should a Rabbinical text be relied on without mature
consideration.
Finally, if our information about Late Judaism is not always
sound, at least there is enough of it to allow of that collation
of evidence which marks the first stage of criticism, and this is
no small gain. Even if we limit ourselves to a very cautious
use of sources that are not yet well sifted, there is still enough
evidence to enable us to reconstruct the conditions which
dominated the religious life of the Jews just before the Chris-
tian era, and the tendencies which determined its course; and
that is the essential thing. If we are careful not to demand
too much of the sources and to consult them with discretion,
we shall find that they will on the whole give satisfactory
answers to our questions.
1 Most of the work already accomplished is to be found in the more
recent critical translations, viz. : Paul Fiebig, Ausgewahlte Mischna-
tractate in deutscher Uebersetzu?igf Tubingen, 1905j(f. ; Latzarus Gold-
schmidt, Der Talmud, Berlin, in course of publication, to be completed
in 12 vols. G. Beer, O. Holtzmann and E, Krauss, Die Mischna, text,
translation and commentary, in course of publication, Giessen, 1913 jff.
The S.P.C.K. has issued a series of translations (London, 1919 ff.) :
Oesterley, Pirke Aboth and Shabbath; Lukyn Williams, Berakoth ; Box,
Yoma, etc. The best publication of this type -which, however, only
deals with one tractate as yet, is A. Cohen, The Babylonian Talmud :
Tractate Berakot, Cambridge, 1921. The two great works undertaken by
L. Goldschmidt in Leipzig and N. Schlogl in Vienna are still far from
completion, but will eventually provide between them a complete
German translation, with commentary, of the Babli (Der babylonische
Talmud).

